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Question 1

In pure capitalism, the answer to the "how to produce" question
A) would depend primarily on how consumers spend their incomes.
B) would be dictated by the central planning board.
C) would be influenced by the prices of the economic resources.
D) would not be influenced by technological change.
E) would be determined primarily by tradition or custom.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=634018

Question 2

College administrators that raise tuition in order to increase total revenue must believe that the demand for their college's education is elastic.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=634646

Question 3

In the former Soviet Union, all prices were established in free markets.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=634204

Question 4

If the yen price of the dollar (the price of a dollar stated in terms of Japanese yen) declined,
A) Japanese cars would cost Americans fewer dollars.
B) Japanese tourists would find American meals less expensive.
C) American cars would cost Japanese consumers more yen.
D) American tourists would be encouraged to tour Japan.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=636351

Question 5

Monetary policy influences the level of economic activity by altering interest rates.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=636109

Question 6

When firms practice individual price discrimination, the marginal revenue from selling an additional unit of output is equal to the firm's selling price.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=635310

Question 7

The classical economists believed that if unemployment persisted for a long period of time
A) total spending must be deficient.
B) it must be voluntary.
C) government spending should be increased.
D) wages and prices would eventually begin to rise.
E) total spending must be excessive.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=636434

Question 8

In international trade, the term "dumping" means
A) shipping hazardous wastes to a foreign country for disposal.
B) charging foreign customers higher prices than domestic customers.
C) selling inferior merchandise to foreign consumers.
D) selling the same product to foreign consumers for less than you charge domestic consumers.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=636364

Question 9

If the firms in a purely competitive industry are incurring losses in the short run,
A) additional firms will tend to enter the industry until those losses are eliminated.
B) the industry demand curve will shift left until those losses are eliminated.
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C) firms will raise the price of their product to eliminate the losses.
D) firms will leave the industry, shifting the supply curve to the left and raising the market price.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=635036

Question 10

The existing system of exchange rates is sometimes described as a "managed float," because central banks intervene in the foreign exchange market
to influence exchange rates.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=636422

Question 11

If firms practice price discrimination, they charge different customers or categories of customers different prices.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=635307

Question 12

If the coefficient of demand elasticity is 0.4, demand would be described as
A) elastic.
B) inelastic.
C) unitary.
D) perfectly elastic.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=634533

Question 13

Which of the following is not an advantage of automatic stabilizers?
A) They do not involve the political hassle associated with discretionary fiscal policy.
B) They help speed recovery from a recession.
C) They go to work automatically, so that lags are minimal.
D) They help prevent a minor downturn from becoming a major recession.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=635902

Question 14

According to the law of increasing costs
A) if a society desires more of some particular product, it must sacrifice larger and larger amounts of other products.
B) society can obtain additional units of a given product by sacrificing smaller and smaller amounts of other products.
C) whenever output increases by a given percentage, production costs will increase at twice that rate.
D) whenever input prices increase by a given percentage, production costs will increase at twice that rate.
E) inflation accelerates as economies mature.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=633818

Question 15

According to the new classical economists, discretionary policies tend to be ineffective because the public, acting on its rational expectations, takes
actions that offset them.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=636191

Question 16

If, at the present output level, price exceeds marginal cost, the purely competitive firm
A) is maximizing its profit or minimizing its loss.
B) should increase output to maximize its profit or minimize its loss.
C) should reduce output to maximize its profit or minimize its loss.
D) should increase its price to maximize its profit or minimize its loss.
E) is clearly incurring a loss and should leave the industry.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=634918

Question 17

Average fixed cost
A) does not vary with output.
B) declines as output increases.
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C) graphs as a "U" shaped curve.
D) increases with output.
E) graphs as a vertical straight line.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=634695

Question 18

Without government intervention, too few resources tend to be devoted to the production of products yielding external benefits.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=635602

Question 19

Supply tends to be more elastic in the long run than the short run because firms have more options for expanding production in the long run.
 ( T / F )?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=634662

Question 20

Which of the following is a FALSE statement about automatic stabilizers?
A) They do not require legislative approval.
B) They can help to prevent a minor recession from becoming a major depression.
C) They can stop a severe inflation that is well underway.
D) They can help to prevent inflationary pressures from building.
E) They do not require politicians to make unpopular decisions.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=635871
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